Pizza recipe with Nikki Lilly
1. Match them up!
Match the words with the definitions.
a course

to drop small pieces of something over a surface

a roast dinner

a mixture of food put inside meat or vegetables before cooking

a starter

one of the separate stages of a meal

to whisk

a sauce you usually have with roast meat and vegetables

to sprinkle

a meal cooked in the oven, usually with meat and vegetables

gravy

to mix food very fast with a special tool

stuffing

sweet food you eat after the main part of a meal

a dessert

a small amount of food at the start of a meal

to whip

to lightly pour a small amount of liquid

to drizzle

to mix food like cream until it is light and thick

2. Where does it go?
Watch the video. Write these words in the correct group.
butter

mozzarella

gravy

garlic

whipping cream

stuffing

chocolate chips

Parmesan

starter

main course

cheese course

dessert

butter
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3. What’s the order?
Watch the video and put the sentences in order.
Make five or six stuffing balls.
Sprinkle on chocolate chips and crushed cookie pieces.
1

Whisk together butter, garlic, parsley, olive oil and Parmesan.
Pop your pizza on a baking tray and put it in the oven.
Finish it off with a sprinkle of Parmesan.
Sprinkle mozzarella, Parmesan and cheddar onto your fourth quarter.
Cover your first quarter with your garlic butter mix.
Finally, drizzle over your delicious white chocolate.
Spread a thin layer of gravy.
Whip whipping cream in a large bowl.

4. Write and draw!
Imagine you make a 4–in–1 pizza. What do you put on it? How do you make
it? Draw a picture and write about it!
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